Kaleidescape Classical Music Interface
Personalize your classical music listening experience

•

Organizes a classical music collection by composer and by work

•

Lists albums by title and by artist

•

Provides biographical information on composers, artists, conductors,
soloists and ensembles

The Kaleidescape System organizes
a classical music collection and
provides informative biographies and
performance details. The tailored
experience brings greater enjoyment
to those passionate about the genre.
The Classical Works collection
assembles all performances of each
composition in the Kaleidescape music
library, making it simple and intuitive
to locate a particular performance.
The Classical Composers collection
gathers music by composer, whether
it originates as a complete album or
as part of a compilation album.
Together, the Classical Works and
Classical Composers collections solve
the problem of ﬁnding a piece or
performance. For example, locate a
short minuet by Mozart by browsing

•

Allows users to group music in collections and Mix Albums

•

Composer and artist portraits enhance the listening experience

“Mozart” in the Classical Composers
collection or by browsing “Minuet”
in the Classical Works collection. A
favorite movement may be selected
with the press of a button. It’s no
longer necessary to search through
shelves of CDs to locate a particular
piece, movement or performance.
The Kaleidescape list and cover art
views combined with the Album by
Artist and Album by Title collections
simplify the search for albums. These
particular features are available for all
genres of music, including classical.
The listening experience is enhanced
with extensive biographical information
on composers, performers, conductors,
soloists and ensembles. Photographs
and artist renderings of the musicians
entertain the viewer.

The intuitive Kaleidescape interface
makes it straightforward to arrange
music in user-deﬁned collections and
to create Mix Albums of favorite or
thematic music.
Whether one is setting aside time
for critical listening or simply enjoying
background music, the Kaleidescape
System perfects the classical music
experience.
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